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VEGETABLE PROCESSING SOLUTIONS
Machines voor groenten en voedingsindustrie - Machines pour l’industrie alimentaire - Food processing equipment

PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY FRESH CARROTS
GENERAL
Constructie Bruynooghe has a long term history in the supply of complete processlines for fresh carrots. In our
range we can deliver lines or individual machines from 5 up to 25 tons per hour.
Our machines are simple in operation and of the highest quality. In our latest developments we included new features and we adapt constantly our designs according our customers experience and advice. Our complete range
can be designed in a flexible way and delivered at different sizes.
We are a family business with 45 experienced employees that are building processlines for vegetables since 1976.
Based in the South-West of Belgium, we realise a turn-over of 8 million Euro and export worldwide. We keep our
experience indoors and have proper trained salesmen, engineers, constructors and mounting crews. All machines
are build in our modern equipped workshop where we are able to assemble complete lines, since we have big
and high buildings.
PRODUCTS
Our range of machines to process fresh carrots:
 dry or wet reception of carrots coming from the field in walking floor trucks, pivoting trailers or crates
 boxtipper
 even flow system
 dry desander
 conveyor- and elevatorbelt
 cyclone- and boxdestoner
 drumwasher – dry or submerged
 separatingsystem floating objects
 soakingtanks
 wet buffertanks
 weedremover – belt or rollers
 rollergrader
 gradingshaker
 inspectionbelts and –rollertable
 in-line hydrocooler
 coolingtanks with big buffercapacity of the packable product
 falling film coolingsystem
 mechanical filtering – static or rotative
 dry buffertanks of the packable product
 hydraulic systems
Generally we can say the models vary on capacities from 5000 kg up to 25 T/h.
Integration of optical sorters.
Complete lines including gangways, stairs, electrical cabling and automation
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SOME INSTALLED LINES
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